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Keep your workforce informed of any new information
with Notices.
Presented to both PC and kiosk users in large, easy-to-read text, you
can’t miss the message.
Give your users a clear overview of issues that affect them, from
safety alerts and change notifications to the current date for the next
company barbecue.
Notices have a custom title, message and colour and can be applied
to just one site or across all your sites (so you’re not maintaining the
same information in multiple places).
And if a notice requires a response, Feedback is only a single
touch away. Say goodbye to your old corkboard and hello to Notices.

YOUR SYSTEMS, SIMPLIFIED

Thumbtacks were always an
OH&S hazard anyway.
With Notices, you can
maintain your important
notifications in one place.
Keeping the workforce informed is
integral to safety in the workplace.
Whether you’re currently using a
physical noticeboard or sending
around emails, IQ LINK can alleviate
the pain of manually maintaining
updates and notifications.
With Notices, your changes are
immediately visible to the workforce
when they choose to check them out.
But the best part is, your notices are
shown whenever the IQ LINK kiosk
goes into screensaver mode, so your
users don’t have to actively search
out notices to stay informed.
Of course, as with all IQ LINK
modules, Notices can be accessed by
both PC and kiosk users in speciallydesigned interfaces.

KEY FEATURES
• Colour-coded notices means you
can bring attention to certain
notices easily.
• Access notices one-at-a-time or
show a complete list of all notices
at once.
• Add notices that apply to all
sites on your server to easily
disseminate information
company-wide.
• Your saved notices are used as a
screensaver for idle IQ LINK kiosks.

Talk to us today and find out how IQ LINK can help your company:

1800 IQ LINK (1800 47 5465)
iqlink.com.au
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